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This report will describe my internship at Promea Industrial Design, both my activities, reflections and growth will be described. The department of Industrial Design from the University of Technology Eindhoven offers students to do an internship in the final year of their bachelor education. This opportunity is a welcome change in working environment from my point of view, it allows me to place my education in a better context with regards to the professional work environment.

Promea Industrial Design offered me the opportunity to do an internship at their company, for which I am very grateful. Furthermore I would like to thank my competency coach at the department of Industrial Design, dr. Jun Hu.

Throughout this report the different projects I have been working on will be presented, however this report also shows a lot of reflective parts as this is the main goal of my internship. Important and small reflection points will be indicated with a blue font.

Please keep in mind that all information in this report is confidential.
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Breda, May 31st 2011
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